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Chad Box was a plain, wholesome southern boy whose ambition in life was to be a Grand Prix violin player. He was detected on the road of life by his loving mother, who wanted him to be a Grand Prix violin player. A happy accident occurred when little Clyde entered MIT.

To finance his meager education, Clyde Box played his instrument in a local burlesque palace. Here he met Bananas O'Gratin, The Fastest Peeler in the East. Bananas and Clyde easily hit it off one night in the back of a TR 3. It was then that Clyde got the inspiration to take the road of life by his loving mother, who wanted him to be a Grand Prix violin player. A happy accident occurred when little Clyde entered MIT.

Clyde Box maintains his cool as he knocks over a suitcase of chicken and hominy grits.

MIT's first organ transplant is scheduled for late this afternoon. Dr. I. M. Dangerlouse of the Medical Department has been planning this monumental experiment for several years.

When asked to comment on this transplant, Dr. Dangerous explained that he did not recognize any difficulties and "there is only one concern — that there may be some loss of tonal quality, once the organ has been moved from the Chapel into Kresge."

Exquisitely detailed camera work enables one to follow each mote to inevitable oblivion in a ravensfoot meadow. The existential feeling 'induced by visions of helpless motes incalculably aspiring in a liquid sea of death is difficult to convey, as is the stinging dramatic intensity of motes in their last agonized moments above the watery common grave. The movie... Film depicts sea disaster with complete accuracy.
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